Bringing the future to you
Model: CC9060

Product Specifications

Pioneer DEH2250UBG CD/MP3 Tuner with front USB for music playback from iPod/iPhone.
Features:
• MP3, WMA, CD-R/CD-RW Playback
• Front USB, Front AUX 3.5mm, iPod/iPhone compatible, Supertuner
• 1 RCA Pre-out, 50w x 4 Channel High-Power MOSFET Amplifier
• EEQ - Easy equalizer, Detachable Face Security, Wireless Remote contro
Whether you listen to music stored onto a portable music player (example: iPod), CD, USB stick, or even
tune into your favourite AM/FM radio station, Pioneer’s DEH-2250UB CD tuner can accommodate your
music needs in the car.
Versatile and powerful, the DEH-2250UB has a convenient USB and auxiliary input on the front, so users
can enjoy music from a variety of sources.
To create your in-car sound stage, the DEH-2250UB is powered by Pioneer's renowned MOSFET 50W x 4
Amplifier, which offers optimal levels of performance with minimal distortion and benefits from our unique
Advanced Sound Retriever, which automatically restores the sound quality, staging and density of
compressed audio files.
And with 1 RCA Pre-out,, the DEH-2250UB adds flexibility
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expand your sound system with an additional amplifier or speakers, for example.
Front USB Connection
Take your favourite MP3 and WMA files for a ride. The DEH-2250UB has a front USB terminal to directly
connect a portable digital player, such as an iPod or iPhone, as well as a USB memory device or other.
USB-compatible gear, so you can play in your car whatever you have recorded via PC. It's fast and easy.
No adapters required.

Design and specifications subject to change without notice.
Note: All products come with full Manufacturers Warranty.
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Front Aux-In Connection
The music connectivity extends beyond USB. Hook up your portable digital devices with ease in an
instant. Each new Pioneer head unit has a built-in AUX input on the front panel so you can connect your
iPod MP3 player and other portable music devices.
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Advanced Sound Retriever
Hear the glory of original sound across a deeper, wider spectrum from highly compressed MP3 and WMA
files stored on a USB memory device. By compensating for data (especially higher frequencies) that tend
to get lost in the digital compression process, Pioneer's Advanced Sound Retriever technology enhances
audio reproduction nearly all the way up to 20kHz frequencies.
Built in 50W x 4 Channel High-Power MOSFET Amplifier
To minimize voltage loss in its head unit amplifiers,
amplifiers Pioneer built-in
built in high-performance
high performance Power MOSFET
integrated circuitry into all its head units. The MOSFET amplifier processes signals more efficiently at 50W
x 4 maximum total output. This reduces distortion to virtually nothing at high frequency ranges giving you
great clear sound.
EEQ – Easy Equalizer
You can adjust the sound according to the music you listen to. Switch between five preset equalization
curves (Super, Bass, Powerful, Natural, Vocal, Flat) simply by pushing an EQ button. You can also boost
the volume. Select among three levels of loudness (high/mid/low).
Detachable Face Security
All our entry-level head units have a detachable face that you can hide away or take with you when you
park.
Wireless Remote control
Hand over control of the music to those in the back seat

Design and specifications subject to change without notice.
Note: All products come with full Manufacturers Warranty.

